TIEBACK RECEPTACLE (TBR)
UNIT 122

The TechWest Tie-Back Receptacle (TBR) is run as an integral part of the liner or casing string. It is a honed and/or coated receptacle that allows the tubing string to contract and/or expand in response to pressure and temperature, while maintaining the high degree of sealing capability.

The TBR is normally installed above a Liner Lap Packer or Setting Collar.

The honed inside surface of the TBR can be coated to prevent cement or other material from adhering. This coating minimizes corrosion caused by metal-to-metal contact and well effluents.

FEATURES

- Comes in standard length ranging from 6 to 20 feet
- Allows tie-back to surface with a Tie-Back Seal Nipple.
- Can set Tie-back Packer into for remedial operations.
- Honed finish internal diameter.
- Top profile for plate or screen debris barriers to prevent abrasive internal damage
- Suitable for TechWest top dress and bore polishing mills